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    No need for deep foundations.

    Fitted and tested in soft ground (type 1 stone).

    No heavy transport needed to move it, to and from sites.

    No heavy plant needed to install it.

    The fence system is delivered in breakdown kits with ready-made 

cages. 

This newly designed fencing system can be fitted in soft water logged 
ground or hard ground with only a foundation of 400mm deep. The 

foundation post blocks are not linked undevvrground so you do not 

have to run the fence in a straight line. The posts slings have also 

been designed so they are independently linked to each post so that 

the system can go up and down slopes and around corners by just 

moving the slings no special parts are needed to do this as the cable 

slings are designed short and they are easy to handle and follow the 

contour of the ground by moving the slings on the posts.

Once the slings are tightened you will have no rope drop in the 
line. The sling ground height can be set exact to drawing. A great 
advantage with this system is if you need an access along the fence 
line you can remove just part of the fence very quickly. Once built you 

The Springline fence had capacity to 
be installed in short and long runs 
and can stop a to 7500kg truck.

Ezi also offers the Springline Fence 
‘Springline Fence 50’

Nuclear Sites

Sports Arenas

Police Stations

Critical Infrastructure

Government Buildings

Concerence Centers

APPLICATION

SPRINGLINE 30

ONLY 400MM FOUNDATION - FITTED AND TEST IN SOFT GROUND

(BSI PAS68:2010) V/7500[N3C]/48/90:3.4/6.4/400


